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The University of Oklahoma (UNIVERSITY) has presented the Laurance Reid Gas Conditioning Conference (LRGCC), a
principal forum for sharing new ideas, developments, and operating experiences in the gas conditioning industry (treating,
dehydration, sulfur recovery, etc.), since 1951. As part of the conference's founding philosophy of encouraging the free
exchange of ideas, the UNIVERSITY publishes the LRGCC technical papers (PAPERS) in the conference proceedings
(COLLECTION).
The LRGCC paper selection process requires the abstract submitter (AUTHOR) to provide written assurances that:
1. The AUTHOR has all the required release approvals from their company or university, as well as permission from
any third-party sources, to publish the contents of the paper.
2. The UNIVERSITY has permission to publish the paper in the LRGCC proceedings.
This agreement formalizes these two requirements. For papers selected for the LRGCC program, whether for oral or poster
presentation, every AUTHOR is required to provide a fully executed copy of this LICENSE to the UNIVERSITY prior to
submission of the draft paper.
This agreement grants the UNIVERSITY permission to publish the AUTHOR'S PAPER either as a single paper or in a
COLLECTION.

LICENSE GRANT
For purposes of this LICENSE, the words submitter, individual, entity, AUTHOR and owner may
indicate the singular or plural form of the word, as appropriate.
"AUTHOR" means the individual who created the PAPER or, if someone is submitting on the
AUTHOR’S behalf, the submitter.
"PAPER" refers to the technical paper in its entirety submitted by AUTHOR in response to the
LRGCC Call for Papers. However, the presentation materials (e.g., PowerPoint® files) associated
with the PAPER are excluded.
"COLLECTION" means a collection of the LRGCC technical papers as published in the conference
proceedings.
Accordingly, AUTHOR hereby grants UNIVERSITY a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual LICENSE to
reproduce the PAPER, to incorporate the PAPER into one or more COLLECTIONS, and to reproduce the PAPER as
incorporated in the COLLECTIONS.
This LICENSE only becomes effective when the PAPER has been accepted for the conference or virtual conference
and published in the LRGCC proceedings.
By submitting a paper for consideration by LRGCC:
1. AUTHOR represents and warrants that the AUTHOR is authorized to sign this license for the PAPER.
2. AUTHOR further represents and warrants that AUTHOR has obtained any and all necessary permissions
or waivers to use the PAPER.
3. AUTHOR further represents and warrants that if a third-party’s copyrighted information or material is
incorporated into the PAPER, then AUTHOR has obtained any and all necessary permissions, waivers, or
paid all necessary fees to permit the use of the PAPER by LRGCC in accordance with this LICENSE.
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